MONDAY  
OCTOBER 17, 2011
202 Develop Computer Animations

Bell Ringer
- 202A Vocabulary WordSearch on Quia

Teacher Input/Guided Practice
- 202A Key Terms and Definitions for Methods and Uses of Animation
- 202A Methods and Uses of Animation PowerPoint
- 202A 3D Graphics and Animation Software Discussion
- Introduce Alice 2.2, show various worlds and go over its different screen components

Independent Practice
- 202 Methods and Uses of Computer Animation Guided Notes
- Label Alice screen components on 202 Alice World Components worksheet found on Moodle

Closure
- Question/Answer

TUESDAY  
OCTOBER 18, 2011
202 Develop Computer Animations

Bell Ringer
- 202A Vocabulary Activities 1 on Quia

Teacher Input/Guided Practice
- 202B Key Terms and Definitions for Graphics and Animation Software
- 202B Computer Animation Software and Design Guidelines PowerPoint
- Show more Alice worlds from website
- Download and work with Practice_Bunny world and discuss Alice techniques and components
  - Folder set up for work
  - Templates
  - Objects
  - Methods
  - Parameters
  - Variables
  - Camera Views
  - Importing images
  - Billboards
WEDNESDAY  
202 Develop computer animations

Bell Ringer
- 202 Vocabulary Practice on Quizlet--
  http://quizlet.com/1373110/nc-computer-
  apps-ii-202-course-notes-flash-cards/

Teacher Input/Guided Practice
- Finish working with Practice_Bunny Alice world
- Use tutorial—An Introduction to Alice
  - Adding objects
  - Positioning objects
  - Dummy Camera

Independent Practice
- Finish working with Practice_Bunny
- Begin tutorial—An Introduction to Alice
  - Adding objects
  - Positioning objects
  - Dummy camera

Closure
- If time permits—show some of the bunny worlds—otherwise question/answer for today’s work

THURSDAY  
202 Develop Computer Animations

Bell Ringer
- 202B Vocabulary Matching on Quia

Teacher Input/Guided Practice
- Continue working with tutorial—An Introduction to Alice
  - Methods
  - Events
  - Float
  - Ride Humvee

Independent Practice
- Continue working with tutorial—An
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Introduction to Alice
  o Methods
  o Events
  o Float
  o Ride Humvee

Closure
  • Question/Answer

FRIDAY

OCTOBER 21, 2011

202 Develop Computer Animations

Bell Ringer
  • 202 Alice World Concentration

Teacher Input/Guided Practice
  • Finish tutorial—An Introduction to Alice—fixing it up
  • Review student worlds

Independent Practice
  • Finish tutorial—An Introduction to Alice—fixing it up
  • Review student worlds

Closure
  • Question/Answer